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The originality of our procedures lies in our basic postulate: the child has got naturally, and since his or her earliest childhood, an enormous potential of creativity, that she or he is ready to make use of immediately, only if he or she was not conditioned by a type of learning here he or she is an «obedient follower» (Terence & Bastin).

When the child appears, his or her nervous system becomes step by step the relation system driving to the capability and the feeling of «to be», to have desires or needs, to extend to others which means socialisation, to blossom which means to achieve the satisfaction of the needs; in other words the relation system which allows the building of a personality a personal and social identity.

Since his or her earliest childhood the child is a «discoverer» of new experiences bringing to him or her a very great number of emotions and a sense of developing curiosity towards him – or herself and their own environment.

Since the awakening psychomotor we notice the different ways used by the little child for reaching on one part the awakening to him – or herself and on the other part the awakening to the material and social world.

If the awakening to the self is realised by the way of approaching the notion of «space» («life-space» and «thought space», the way of approaching the notion of «time» («life-time» and «thought-time»), the way of submission to events (discrimination between what is, or is not, a dependency on self, the curiosity and the amazement, the way of the space-time and subject-object relations’ requirement: the arousing to the world takes place gradually by the emergence of space organisation (localisation, marks) and time structuring (chronology) proceedings,
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the observation of the process (analysis, synthesis, induction and deduction operations).

The psychomotor development is related therefore to the child's awakening creativity, the child’s spontaneous expression process, the child’s affective and emotional reality of space and time.

The affective-motor creativity already exists, inside of the child’s self, and he or she is ready to use it immediately.

The access to the world of dancing and certainly of dancing creation lies then simply in the individual development of consciousness and self-control learning.

Really the traditional teaching of dancing keeps the learning of the choreographic creation for students having already achieved successfully a complete technical and practical course in the discipline of dance.

The students in those cases were conditioned during a very long period to copy as faithfully as possible the teacher’s interpretation.

They learned therefore gradually to forget their own interpretation of the emotions coming generally from the impact of the music on their inmost self.

Anyway discovering movements is the first step in beginning to choreograph a dance and discovery of appropriate movement is accomplished through improvisation.

Taking children as budding choreographers you must therefore perfect their improvisation skills. But following our basic postulate, we have a lot of wonderful possibilities to make them reach a good level of improvisation comprises which the development of their own ability of concentration to establish the best connection between their mind and body.

This kind of creator has a hand in selecting the motivation or at least parts of motivation for movement and often relies on the use of memories and past experiences as a stimulus for action.

Improvisations can be initiated by a number of different sources of stimuli which can be visual, auditory, tactile or kinaesthetic (Elffeldt, 1967).

We use the technique of mental imagery very often because it’s a technique carrying dancers to the significant meeting point of the psychomotor abilities and the concentration on their visual, auditory and kinaesthetic sensations.

The mental imagery is always a good way. It is effective in a period of creation but also during a period of training (visualisation, feelings of the previous performance) or in a period of show. It allows the become dancers to take self-confident in each moment, it is an energetic charge, it’s balancing the levels of excitement and latency.

Those sessions of mental imagery drive therefore the dancers on, controlling effectively their own expectation level taking the best place possible in their relationship to the audience and to themselves.

To achieve such goals needs a certain state of mind that is part way between the conscious and the unconscious mind; it is a state in which daydreaming and reveries take place (Rugg, 1963).
But concentration on mental imagery needs a very deep relaxation (Bry, 1978).

The relaxation before a session of mental imagery allows the dancers to reduce all the somatic and cognitive tensions which are distactive by calming them and permit them therefore to concentrate maximally on the integration of their own sensorial modalities (not only «see» but also «feel» all the kinaesthetic sensations related to the general idea of the choreography, not only «hear» but also «feel» all the sounds of the accompaniment, ...).

A very good technique of relaxation is to concentrate on your breathing.

The technique of «guided imagery» (Rossmann & Tresler, 1983) is a relaxation system which is very effective for suggesting more creativity reaching the specific state of mind necessary for choreographic creations.

It is practised by encouraging the subjects to take several slow and very deep breaths, breathing from the abdomen. With each exhalation the subjects are told to imagine themselves taking in energy from the universe and then to sense that their body is becoming more relaxed. Finally (Samuels and Bennett, 1973) the subjects are encouraged to imagine that the inside of their own body is growing brighter and more radiant from the centre outward.

Our approach is definitely global and fits with a learning deliberately tuned towards personal development and specifically towards the construction of identity. It is the investigation of the fundamental relation existing between the dancer’s body and the environmental fields that carries us to a significant meeting point of psychomotoricity and education.

This is the exploratory process of the child’s psychomotor experiences that improves him – or herself gradually with a more and more precise and suitable motor vocabulary making of him or her a real actor of his or her creation.

Our procedures aim at the satisfaction of the dancers’ needs (the simplest to the most sophisticated) needs of security, contact, self esteem, identification, self affirmation and self achievement.

On that way we must appeal to a set of intrinsic motivations driving the pupil to an always wider expression of his or her own creativity.

Applied to dance, motivation is the capacity for dancers to persist in the face of boredom, fatigue, pain and the desire to do other things.

At a more practical level, motivation means dancers putting 100% of their time, efforts, energy and focus into their preparations.

But not all dancers are motivated by the same things. You cannot therefore use one generic motivational technique to motivate everyone.

Rather you must identify the motivational needs of your dancers and work to motivate them accordingly.

Identifying and satisfying the individual needs of your dancers affect them at two levels:

- The motivation, as said before, influences participation and performance,
- Dance... is extremely hard work and if you don’t take joy in it too, if you’re not excited and inspired by it, it’s not for you» (Roben, 1977).

Highly motivated dancers are typically enthusiastic about class and rehearsal and have a keen interest in learning new ways to improve.

These dancers also have specific and clearly defined goals.

Self confidence and self esteem are the most important psychological factors that influence dance performance and can be defined as how strongly dancers believe they can learn and execute a skill or perform a certain role.

It is not only technical and artistic skills that lead a dancer to the best performance. It’s important to instil in dancers the belief in their ability to perform those skills.

Self confidence produces positive thinking, such as «I’m going to dance my best tonight».

Self esteem produces relaxation, positive emotions including happiness, joy and excitement.

Then the goal of developing self confidence and self esteem is for the dancers to become their own best ally.

Self confidence and self esteem produce concentration including technique and artistry and last but not least a tremendous satisfaction from his or her dance.

Our methods apply therefore to create and develop above all an authentic and strong feeling of competence, self esteem and auto-determination (Deci & Ryan).

The child dancer learns to express his or her desires and creative force at the same time that he or she is learning the basic, technical, artistic and other contents of the different disciplines surrounding the object of learning.

Obviously the effectiveness of concentration and the mind-body connection to reach the level of improvisation necessary to choreograph are improved by learning to pay attention in dance technique classes.

When this happening is found, the future choreographer can pull his mind back and attempt to identify the body feelings, sensations and tensions experienced while doing particular movements.

Slowly and by this way the students choreographer are completing and inwardly motivating their experience.

The theoretical and practical, technical and artistic learning do not look anymore for him or her as the unique and essential knowledge for having an access to learn the discipline of choreography but improving satisfaction of their needs in terms of choreographic creations with all the physical, psychological, mental and developmental implications that there are supposing.


